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remained an irritant in the accounts of later travelers, and serves in Ochoa's treatment as emblematic of sonorities arising in a heterogeneous setting that challenge efforts to incorporate multiple voices into a shared acoustics of modern citizenship.
The Colombian thinkers surveyed in this book stand out for their engaged cultural politics. José María Vegara y Vegara was the author of an influential history of literature in Nueva Granada (the postcolonial region embracing modern-day Colombia, Ecuador, Panama, and Venezuela), who lamented the absence of a national epic and who argued for documenting the popular voice in its folkloric manifestations. Ezequiel Uricoechea conceived of the Andes as the biblical paradise and valued indigenous cultures to such an extent that he edited a series of grammars and vocabularies of Colombia's indigenous languages. Rufino José Cuervo was a philologist who saw etymology as a way of constraining the dispersive tendencies of the popular tongue; his colleague, Miguel Antonio Caro, saw grammar and eloquence as markers of humankind's ascent into a civilized state. This pair of conservative thinkers was offset by, and often at odds with, such contemporaries as Candelario Obeso, the first major Afro-Colombian writer, and the novelist (and ethnographer) Jorge Isaacs, author of María, an important early Latin American novel. Obeso composed poetry in the popular style of his Caribbean homeland and argued for the inclusion of Afro-Colombian Spanish in the canon of Colombian literary style; Isaacs argued for the value of African-origin and indigenous sensibilities against the purifying tendencies of the grammarians Caro and Cuervo.
Each of these figures is presented in a thoughtful and respectful tone. Given the preferences of our own times, it would be easy to cast Uricoechea, Obeso, and Isaacs as the open-minded good guys and Caro and Cuervo as elitist villains. But for my money, and to Ochoa's credit, Miguel Antonio Caro comes across as a particularly intriguing figure. In her account, Caro is dedicated to crafting cultivated styles of verbal production, yet he recognizes the priority and the fecundity of popular speech. At the center of his language philosophy is elocution, which he traces to the conjoining of grammatical and musical speech. Consider this proposition from an 1881 treatise by Caro: "Articulate speech is not song, but it is broken and modulated with accents, tones and rhythms that imitate song in order to express the sentiments that animate us" (176). There is much in the thinking of this scholar that anticipates modern-day ethnopoetics!
We turn now to Ochoa's second apparent goal, to fashion an interpretive paradigm capable of extracting fresh insights from her materials. She deploys a scheme based in sound studies but aggregating other components in an effort to locate in the production, reception, and processing of sound a set of practices active in defining citizenship and the nation. A positive note here is the way she includes in this mix of ideas a good deal of interesting work by scholars based in Latin America, work that deserves wider attention in the English-language world. We enjoy a sampling of the actual Colombian voicings at the base of her inquiry-I would have liked to see more-and, as noted, an immersion in the intellectual programs of Colombia's nineteenth-century thinkers. These materials are filtered through an elaborate interpretive apparatus that is strictly enforced, producing a dense yet intriguing read, and engaging our interest in the ways language, especially in forms of popular speech and song, was theorized during a formative period of nation-building in Colombia.
A number of worthwhile themes surface in the pages of this book. By focusing on the array of voices in postcolonial Colombia and the poetics and politics arising to refine and contain them, this study succeeds in foregrounding the interplay of orality, aurality, and literacy in the shaping of the nation. Perhaps most salient among the book's overarching themes is the thread identifying the voice as a necessary but troublesome phenomenon, demanding, but never quite submitting to, mitigation and immunization. In an epilogue titled "The Oral in the Aural," the author formulates this theme, arguing that sound's "dispersed materiality and ontological ambivalence" lend it "the potential to highlight the limits of the effects of the technologies of power at the very moment they are enacted" (209).
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La emergencia de ciertos discursos en la alta modernidad europea se da solidariamente con el profundo cambio que sufren las relaciones entre sujeto y objeto durante dicho período. Anxieties of Interiority and Dissection in Early Modern Spain analiza el impacto de uno de esos discursos, el científico-médico, a través de cinco autores peninsulares que abarcan y sintetizan la época: Fray Luis de Granada, Miguel de Cervantes, Francisco de Quevedo, María de Zayas y Baltasar Gracián. En sus escritos se analiza la práctica de lo que el autor del estudio monográfico, Enrique Ferná ndez, denomina "narraciones disectivas"; esto es, textos que proponen la figura de un Otro para después diseccionarlo dentro de los có digos del discurso anató mico.
El monográfico reseñado supone una gran aportació n a los estudios sobre la subjetividad de los siglos xvi y xvii, especialmente porque ilustra un giro hacia la interioridad que viene acompañado de la necesidad de exponerla. En este sentido,
